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Not How We Doin’ It (Lyrics) 

 

(side note) 

 

Hook 

Not how we doin’ it, Is that how we doin’ it? (2 times) 

 

Verse #1 

Too many reasons not to plead the case faith in the place lotta bass 

Lawyer beat the hates to fight 4 dignity not affect but humility 

Run for your soul we teach peace state to state (pace/peace…keep the circulation ) 

 

Probability it’s a choice mindful of liberty positive emotions and stabilize progressively 

Keep blessin’ B, it’s you and me (billions of “other one’s”) livin’ life community 

Presence is the essence prime package power energy 

 

We/ Teach n’ don’t preach each faith helps to reach every phone booth not the leach 

The point was the peace/ so it/ matters yes it does so never take it lightly purple fight B  

Not the hype stripe stealing light see 

 

Efficiency without a heart historically was killing part of everything  

that carries on is why the people’s art 

think/ patient high horse waken for your children cuz the war is over even when it starts 
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Hook 

Not how we doin’ it, Is that how we doin’ it? (2 times) 

 

 

Verse #2 

 

‘Self made’ running game angst to change the blame, who? U. that’s the story God the glory 

Loose change /is/ that’s that we thought aint what it seems God is clever so “Whatevah” better days  

8:28’s means it’s (Romans 8:28..all to the good) 

 

All to the good like it or not Hip Hop let it breathe teach G’s how the Spirit don’t stop/ 

Complimenting cultural universal love is the top-ic drop this if you need a lift haters stop it 

 

High 5 “I fine” let the Fellowship shine good start the next part’s the missing link rhyme time 

Media, nickels dimes aiming at the G in ya (God within) 

Message is what Silly was, teach it like Bohemia 

 

It’s/ really rational realist deposits everybody needs a bit and history tells n’ Hop hips 

Home past the crazy on paper zone ain’t alone air space with a trace keepin’ pace through the tones 

 

Hook 

Not how we doin’ it, Is that how we doin’ it? (2 times) 
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(The point is that we all get together to process the central topic together…we have to find common 

ground…other than that, it’s been an argument between groups…the game has been a drawn out 

multi input interrelation/cultural…farrrr out culmination direction of “look at him”…relate or not?, 

o.k. now don’t,  now look at allll the folks like RKAMTZBB…etc…, there’s the truth?, yes/No  then look 

at him, no, all of us…O.K. let’s save the world…something like that  It’s God’s game…we’re just here 

along for the journey….God the credit….and be as comfortable as possible friends…slow n easy 

steady….positive emotions not negative, allow relaxation response/rest so the body can heal itself, 

careful with sugar/carbs/salt/portions, exercise/stretch, build meaning in life…we do our best n let 

God do the rest…peace…) 


